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CEOs and innovators schedule the rest of the year’s calendar
around. It was with a heavy heart late last year the decision
was made, due to COVID-19, to go to an all-virtual event. As
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companies). In turn, this has pushed up sector valuations. So,
while mergers and acquisitions remained somewhat quiet
after a stellar 2019, licensing and partnerships predicated upon
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back-end payouts have proliferated.
This is in tune with a cultural shift during the two years of
pandemic where all parties have kept in far closer conversation
than had been previously typical. This build-up of trust and
empathy for each other’s situations and goals reduced barriers
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and resistance to licence agreements. It’s been more collegial.
Decisions are made with less uncertainty. Outsourcing contract
development and manufacturing organizations (CDMOs) have
space booked a year in advance, “the outside economic
environment is encouraging,” Ramesh Subramanian, chief
commercial officer, Aragen, says. He affirms it is a buoyant
time for R&D outsourcing. He specifies that this buoyancy can
be attributed primarily to three reasons, “… increased funds
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issue of pricing is once again peaking.
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Review (ICER) has found that the prices of four COVID-19 treatments for
mild-to-moderate disease were ‘reasonably aligned’ with the benefits
they offer patients (1). In the ICER report, cost-effectiveness of the
COVID-19 treatments was projected by estimating the relative treatment
effectiveness from the pivotal trials of each therapy and then applying those
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None of the four treatments evaluated (sotrovimab [Xevudy,
& Co.], nirmatrelvir/ritonavir [Paxlovid, Pfizer], and fluvoxamine [Luvox/
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life year gained (1). Furthermore, the report authors specify that there
may be other benefits afforded by the treatments that could not be fully
accounted for within the economic model used.
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However, the report authors also note that there are disadvantages to
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treatments would be reduced significantly if used in populations with a

Against… Looking at the other side of the argument, and in light of recent
of ‘pandemic profiteering’ (2). Pfizer has been singled out most recently by the
the company’s annual revenue information, which has been stated as being
larger than the gross domestic product value of most countries (2).
In a press release, Global Justice Now revealed that Pfizer’s annual
revenue has doubled to US$81 billion (€70.8 billion), which has been largely
driven by the sales of the vaccine, Comirnaty (2). “It’s nothing short of
pandemic profiteering for Pfizer to make a killing while its vaccines have
been withheld from so many,” said Tim Bierley, pharma campaigner at
Global Justice Now, in the release (2).
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EUROPEAN REGULATORY WATCH

Updated Guidance to
the EU’s Digital Markets Act
The Digital Markets Act is transforming the use of digital content by the pharmaceutical industry.

T

he shared goal of the European Commission (EC)

• advertising services offered by a provider of

Digital Markets Act (DMA) and Digital Services Act

any of the other core platform services (3).

(DSA) is to transform how digital content is ranked,

The EC views that these services are characterised

advertised, and removed with the aim of restricting

by “extreme scale economies that result from nearly

the monopoly held by large multinationals in the digital

zero marginal costs to add users, a significant degree

space. Tech companies such as Google, Amazon,

of user lock-in and dependency, and data driven

Facebook, and Apple (GAFA) operating in the European

advantages” (4). From the EC’s perspective, this has

Union (EU) will have to follow a new set of rules that

allowed a small number of large tech companies to

will apply to all digital services, including social media,

wield considerable economic power, thereby assuming

online marketplaces, and other online platforms. For

the role of ‘gatekeepers’ that determine how smaller

pharmaceutical companies and digital therapeutic

companies engage with online consumers.

manufacturers, this would affect how products are

Bianca PiachaudMoustakis is lead
writer at Pharmavision,
Pharmavision.co.uk.

Under the proposed rules, business users must

digitally marketed and advertised, and the management

be granted access to any data they generate when

of personal data sourced from a core platform which

using the gatekeeper’s platform; while companies

falls under the remit of Article 5(a) which “prohibits

advertising on the gatekeeper’s platform will have the

combining personal data sourced from a core platform

legal right to access tools and information to conduct

service with data from other services offered by the

independent verification of their ads and will be

gatekeeper or from third-party services” (1).

allowed to manage contracts with customers outside

The legislative proposal was submitted by the EC to

of that platform (3). In addition, gatekeeper platforms

the European Parliament and to the Council of the EU on

will not be allowed to ‘self-preference’, which means

15 Dec. 2020. Together with the DSA, the DMA is part of

ranking their own services more favourably than

the European Digital Strategy entitled “Shaping Europe’s

similar services offered by third parties. Furthermore,

Digital Future” (2). This proposal is not expected to be

gatekeepers will also be prohibited from preventing

implemented until 2023, as it must be approved by the

customers from linking to other businesses outside

European Parliament and Council.

of their platforms or prevent users from removing any
pre-installed software or apps.

Digital Markets Act

criteria as well as quantitative criteria. Qualitative

significant obligations on the largest tech companies

criteria are laid down in Article 3(1) of the DMA, while

operating in the EU. The aim of the legislation is to

quantitative criteria are presented in Article 3(2). In

create a fairer business environment and to encourage

terms of quantitative criteria, two broad tests are used

competition by allowing new players to enter the

to identify gatekeepers:

market. The DMA covers eight different sectors that are
referred to as ‘core platform services’ that include:

beugdesign - Stock.adobe.com

The DMA designates gatekeepers using qualitative

The DMA is a legislative proposal designed to place

• Size of undertaking test: This includes any
company providing (a) core services in at least

• online intermediation services

three EU member states; (b) has earned European

• online search engines

revenues of more than €6.5 billion in the last

• online social networking services

three financial years, or which has an average

• video-sharing platform services
• number-independent interpersonal
communication services

market capitalisation of at least €65 billion; and
• Core platform service test: the relevant core
platform service has 45 million monthly active

• operating systems

end users in the EU and more than 10,000 yearly

• cloud computing services

active business users in the last three years (5).
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European Regulatory Watch

Companies that meet any of the above criteria can

of personal data of children from being processed for

be deemed a gatekeeper as it enjoys an “entrenched

commercial purposes under any circumstances. This

and durable market position, either at present or in the

stipulation is also mirrored in the DMA’s sister legislation,

foreseeable future” (6). However, the EC may also designate

the DSA. Other fundamental additions to the DMA were

as gatekeeper a company that does not meet all these

provisions against “killer acquisitions”, which would be

quantitative thresholds but poses similar risks to the

employed in cases of systematic non-compliance. In

fairness of the market, based on a qualitative assessment.

such instances, the commission would temporarily block

The intention of the DMA is that the regulation will apply

takeovers of relevant companies. The fines for systematic

to such gatekeepers, where the users of their services are

non-compliance have been made harsher, with the

established or located in the EU. According to de Streel,

minimum set at 4% of a company’s annual turnover and the

given the fast-paced nature of the internet economy, these

maximum doubled to 20% (9).

obligations would apply ‘ex-ante’ instead of ‘ex-post’, which
is usually the case with competition policy (7).

The approved text will become parliament’s mandate for
negotiations with EU governments, planned to commence
under the French presidency of the council in early 2022.

Digital Services Act

The council of the EU has also confirmed its negotiating

The DSA has a much broader scope than the DMA and is

position on the DSA, a parallel proposal to the DMA intended

aimed at updating the EC’s e-Commerce Directive of 2000

to regulate illegal content and algorithms online.

by introducing new rules and enhanced responsibilities
for online intermediaries and platforms regarding content,

Impact of the DMA on business

safety of users online, audit, reporting, traceability, and

The DMA heralds a shift by the EC to a more interventionist

transparency requirements for all digital providers, as well

regulatory stance by allowing the commission to impose

as certain specific rules for very large online platforms (1).

prescriptive rules regulating the conduct of the largest

Under the terms of the DSA, the largest organizations (i.e.,

tech firms simply by virtue of their market position. More

those that reach more than 10% of 450 million consumers

importantly, the DMA is also serving to create another

in Europe) will be required to give regulators and external

important tool in the EU’s regulatory landscape, following in

groups greater access to internal data. The DSA will “uphold

the example of the GDPR legislation that was formulated in

exemptions from liability enshrined in the e-Commerce

2018. Although the scope of the DMA at this stage is to some

Directive, but will impose new due diligence obligations,

extent relatively narrow, as it is designed to capture only the

transparency requirements and establish an EU-wide

largest players in the market, smaller businesses may expect

board for digital regulators” (4). While the DMA focuses

to reap the benefits of some of the measures in favour of

on the competitive conduct of digital intermediaries, the

transparency and competition, as well as gain greater rights

DSA aims to regulate the way in which they interact with

and bargaining power vis-a-vis gatekeeper firms (3). In the

their customers, with obligations towards preventing the

healthcare domain, companies that act as gatekeepers in

dissemination of harmful or illegal content.

the life sciences and digital therapeutics sectors will also
be impacted. This is especially relevant in areas relating to

Updated guidance

Big Data, the creation of digital tools designed to support

On 23 Nov. 2021, the DMA legislative proposal was endorsed

research and better patient care, and digital marketing.

with an overwhelming majority by the European Parliament’s
Committee on the Internal Market and Consumer Protection
(IMCO), which was to be later voted on in the December
plenary session. While the quantitative thresholds were
increased slightly (rising to €8 billion in annual turnover in the
European Economic Area [EEA] and a market capitalisation
of €80 billion), the number of digital markets considered was
kept to just one (8). The involvement of national competition
authorities was also enhanced, as these legislative bodies
are viewed as vital sources of advice to the EC, and which
will contribute to future investigations. In addition, the list of
digital markets was also extended to include connected TVs,
virtual assistants, and web browsers.
The legislation was also amended to include additional
rules on the use of data for targeted or micro-targeted
advertising except in instances where there is a “clear,
explicit, renewed, informed consent”, in line with
the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) (8).
Furthermore, the updated guidance prohibits the use
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Analysis of mRNA
Therapeutics and Vaccines
Analytical approaches must keep pace to ensure
the identity, safety, and efficacy of evolving mRNA candidates.

Cynthia A. Challener,
PhD, is a contributing
editor to Pharmaceutical
Technology Europe.

T

he success of the messenger RNA (mRNA)

access to faster and higher-throughput analytical

vaccines against the SARS-CoV-2 virus brought

methods has become vital. Indeed, it is essential that

attention to a field that has steadily advanced for

analytical approaches for use during mRNA product

many years. Investment in this space has ramped

development and quality-control (QC) testing must

up dramatically, and many applications of mRNA

keep pace to ensure the identity, safety, and efficacy

technology are rapidly advancing through pre-clinical

of these new prophylactic and therapeutic modalities.

development as well as clinical trials.
As with all drug or vaccine candidates, proposed

Although analytical requirements for mRNA candidates

for analytical characterization as outlined by the

are more complex than those for traditional biologics,

International Council for Harmonisation (ICH), the World

some testing needs are similar while others are quite

Health Organization (WHO), the US Food and Drug

different. “There is a common need to adequately

Administration (FDA), the European Medicines Agency

characterize both protein therapeutics and mRNA

(EMA), and other health authorities around the globe.

therapeutics to confidently identify and quantify any

Unlike most other drug substances, mRNA must

metamorworks - Stock.adobe.com

Wide range of analytical needs

mRNA products must meet regulatory requirements

quality attributes that will impact their efficacy and

be formulated within specialized nanoparticles,

safety,” says Todd Stawicki, global marketing manager,

most commonly consisting of lipids, both to protect

mass spectrometry, for the biopharmaceutical industry

it from degradation and to facilitate its transit

at SCIEX. He points to the need to identify process-

across cell membranes. Additional analytics are

related impurities—host-cell proteins (HCPs) in the

therefore required to ensure the quality and safety

case of protein therapeutics and a variety of genetic

of the nanoparticle formulation as well as the mRNA

impurities like truncated transcripts or incorrect DNA

molecule itself.

template in the case of mRNA.

A key activity in the early development phase of

The differences are notable, however. Rather than

mRNA therapeutics is extensive characterization of

focusing on post-translational modifications as is

mRNA and nanoparticle quality attributes as these

the case for protein therapeutics, there is a lot of

are known to strongly influence biological efficacy.

emphasis on characterization of mRNA, the delivery

Given the shrinking timelines for drug development,

systems, and cellular uptake at the discovery phase
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of drug development, because unlike
engineered proteins and monoclonal
antibodies (mAbs) that are ready
to start functioning upon delivery,
mRNA once delivered to cells

Table I. Key critical quality attributes (CQAs) that must be monitored
for messenger RNA (mRNA) therapeutic/vaccine products.
mRNA purity
mRNA identity/sequence

provides instructions for producing

% Poly A Tail RNA and length

the proteins that do the work,

Efficiency of 5’Capping of mRNA

according to Brian Liau, a solution

Product- and process-related impurities

development scientist at Agilent

Residual DNA template

Technologies, Singapore.
Manufacturing for mRNA products,
furthermore, requires unique process

Nucleic acid content/quantity
pH at mRNA synthesis stage, encapsulation stage, and final packaging

steps such as in vitro transcription

Lipid component identities

(IVT) and lipid nanoparticle

Lipid ratios

formulation, which naturally creates

Lipid impurities

different analytical needs, adds
Ryan Hanko, manager of quality

In essence, summarizes
Wake, there is a similarity in the

mRNA encapsulation in the formulated

rather than a cell-based process,

overall requirements for product

product, as well as identifying process-

expounds Joe Fredette, senior

characterization in that the intent is

related impurities,” Dr. Liau comments.

business development manager of

to assess or confirm identity, purity/

biopharmaceuticals at Waters. It also

impurities, stability, activity, etc.

involves the use of an enzyme called

“However,” she underscores, “to fully

an RNA polymerase that transcribes

accomplish this, there is a need to

DNA into mRNA.

include mRNA-specific analytics that

Core release tests include
identity determinations,
final concentration,
impurity content,
capping efficiency, and
poly-A tail, in addition
to typical compendial
evaluations for safety
and quality attributes.

As an example of different

allow assessment of these attributes.”

analytical needs, Hanko notes that

enzyme (such as polymerase or

Evolving analytical needs
from early to late-phase
development

endonuclease), which may be present

Another important difference between

after the IVT step, to ensure that it

the development of protein- and

adds that scale up of the enzymatic

is not present in the final product.

mRNA-based products is the analytical

process requires significant and

Confirmation of the RNA sequence

burden during the early discovery

difficult scale up for all upstream raw

and determination of the efficiency

phase. As traditional drug development

materials—nucleoside triphosphate

of capping at the 5’ end and poly(A)

typically involves mAbs, says Dr. Liau,

(NTPs), enzymes, capping reagents,

tail distribution at the 3’ end are

bioanalytical requirements tend to be

cofactors, and multiple classes

also unique to mRNA, notes

relatively modest because even sub-

of lipids. “The majority of these

Ashleigh Wake, business development

optimal molecules may be used to

components are large, complicated

director for Intertek Pharmaceutical

demonstrate target engagement

biomolecules with their own

Services. The potential impurity

and a therapeutic effect. In contrast,

associated scale up, purification, and

profile is also quite different to other

mRNA products require several

analytical challenges,” he explains.

molecules, and methods to quantify

biological processes, including

any residual plasmid or double-

cellular uptake, endosomal escape,

in the attributes that are monitored

stranded RNA are also required.

and protein translation to take

during production, according to

place efficiently before any effect

Hanko. A260 concentration checks

workflows are necessary for

may be observed. Hence, analytical

and osmolality testing are the

characterization and chemistry,

characterization of mRNA and

primary monitoring assays in

manufacturing, and controls

delivery vehicle quality attributes

early development and process

(CMC) testing of mRNA products,

are important from the outset.

scaleup for in-process

mRNA products require QC assays to
be developed that measure residual

In addition, lipid analysis

including liquid nanoparticle (LNP)

10

consistent size polydispersity and

control for Catalent. IVT is a chemical

“For process scale-up and GMP

With mRNA candidates, Stawicki

There are also some differences

observations, while during GMP

composition analysis to ensure the

[good manufacturing practice]

manufacture RNase testing is

right mix ratio of lipids within the

manufacturing/product release,

important to ensure the final

formulation, lipid ID confirmation,

chemical characterization of mRNA

product will not be compromised by

and impurities analysis and

remain important. However, the

incidental contamination from non-

screening, according to Fredette.

focus tends to shift towards ensuring

product materials.
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below critical thresholds, as both lipid

The problem is that it can take days

determinations, final concentration,

and mRNA impurities can adversely

to get a read out. Therefore, often

impurity content (e.g., residual protein,

impact process outcomes and in some

times developers have to proceed at

dsRNA, rDNA), capping efficiency,

cases lower the potency of the mRNA.

risk in their processes without having

Core release tests include identity

the analytical data to back up their

and poly-A tail, in addition to typical
compendial evaluations for safety and
quality attributes.

The need for
RNase-free zones
The sensitivity of mRNA to degradation

process parameters.”

Bioanalysis of mRNA
products requires
a combination of
familiar and more novel
analytical techniques and
technologies.

Many critical
quality attributes

by enzymes, particularly RNase,

There is an extensive list of

when working with mRNA-based

critical quality attributes (CQAs)

therapeutics and vaccines. For

that must be monitored to meet

instance, Hanko observes that the use

regulatory requirements regarding

of RNase-eliminating preparations is

the assessment of the identity,

vital and laboratories should consider

Complementary techniques
during early development

functionality, and safety of mRNA

physical space segregation in addition

Bioanalysis of mRNA products

therapeutic/vaccine products (see

to personnel training and awareness

requires a combination of familiar and

Table I). “Confirmation that the

regarding the maintenance of RNAse-

more novel analytical techniques and

specific mRNA sequence has been

free zones, equipment, and personal

technologies. It also necessitates,

generated, that the mRNA solution is

protective equipment (PPE).

Hanko reiterates, the control and

at target pH, and that any potential

creates additional unique requirements

These actions are important,

elimination of RNase enzymes, which
may compromise product integrity.

process impurities (solvent, protein,

Hanko says, because a compromised

DNA-related) have been controlled

mRNA sample will show lower-

will be required,” says Matthew

than-expected purity in those

techniques are employed to

Howard, a senior specialist in quality

assays. Some analyses, as those for

evaluate these properties. What is

assurance at Catalent.

residual impurities, are arguably not

interesting to Stawicki is that they

impacted by compromised mRNA and

have come from a variety of different

thatthe translation-promoting and

others may only require heightened

backgrounds. High-performance liquid

degradation-preventing characteristics

RNase sensitivity depending on

chromatography (HPLC) and mass

of the 5’ cap and poly-A tail are

solution preparations and material

spectrometry (MS) have migrated from

sufficient, says Howard. The efficiency

manipulations. “Even so,” Hanko

protein-therapeutic characterization.

of capping at the 5’ end can influence

states, “the core method performance

Electrophoretic techniques (most

both target protein production and

expectations must be understood for

notably capillary electrophoresis) have

overall immunogenicity, while the

all methods regardless of the level of

come from classic molecular biology

length/distribution of the poly(A) tail

mitigation required.”

use. Particle sizing techniques that

Assurance will also be needed

have come from polymer analysis or

is critical for translation and overall
protection of the mRNA, Wake explains.
Adds Maxwell Meller, senior

A wide variety of analytical

Time is often the enemy
One of the biggest issues facing

materials lab use.
“Since mRNA therapeutics are

scientist, quality control, with Catalent:

mRNA analysis is experienced across

such large, heterogenous complexes,

“The 5’-capping of the mRNA molecule

the board in the biopharmaceutical

it really comes down to which part

is critical to its integrity upon delivery

industry. “The great enemy here

or parts of the candidate require

to the target site and is a unique

is time,” Stawicki asserts. “The

characterization,” Stawicki remarks.

requirement for mRNA production

unfortunate reality is that many of

For the mRNA component, he notes

compared to other kinds of drugs.

the current functional and biophysical

that capillary electrophoresis or even

Characterization and monitoring of

tests are still too slow to generate

slab-gel electrophoresis methods are

capped material, however, have proven

actionable answers in a timeframe

preferred. For characterization

to be time- and resource-intensive.”

that enables intervention in the

of lipids and LNPs, HPLC with

process,” he explains.

charged aerosol detection (CAD) or

For the lipid components,
confirmation of the identity of each

For instance, Stawicki highlights

LC-MS are generally the methods

lipid in the LNP mix and that they are

cell-based functional assays, which

of choice. For complete mRNA-LNP

present in the correct ratio is essential

are the gold standard today. “This

complexes, techniques such as

as these CQAs can directly impact

test is the best early indication that

particle sizing or cryo-electron

LNP formation and efficacy, according

you’ve got everything right,” he says.

microscopy are preferred.

to Fredette. It is also important, he

“You dose your formulated mRNA LNP

emphasizes, to ensure that lipid

to cells and see if you get sufficient

early development are mRNA codon

impurities are well controlled for and

yield of the right protein or antigen.

optimization and selection of optimal

Some common activities during
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used to fully understand mRNA

coding sequences out of libraries

Simpler, more robust
solutions during
late-stage development

and combining them in multiple

Similar analytical techniques

modalities. “To fully support all

plasmids with different UTRs,

are generally used from early in

regulatory requirements, greater

Sanger sequencing, capillary or

development through the GMP

use of technologies such as next-

slab-gel electrophoresis, and

environment. For instance, LC and

generation sequencing, which

polymerase chain reaction (PCR)

LC-MS workflows bring value across

have not been typical technologies

remain mainstay analytical methods

all stages of development and for

operated in a GMP environment, has

during this phase of development.

process monitoring in manufacturing,

been necessary,” she explains.

There is, in fact,
tremendous effort
being made to advance
analytics for mRNA
vaccines and therapeutics.

Fredette observes.

5’ and 3’ untranslated regions (UTRs),
says Dr. Liau. As this entails cloning

compared to those used for other

For other considerations such as
capping, however, Wake says that

optimization and scaleup are

the technologies used are more

often quite different from those of

familiar and tend to be heavily

early-stage development studies,

MS-based. Even in these cases,

however, Liau comments that

though, she remarks that the overall

different analytical techniques are

sample preparation approach is

for the mRNA component of the

required in some cases. “During

often novel and challenging. “A

drug, according to Fredette, includes

process optimization and scaleup,

lot of work is being done in our

a range of nucleic acid (DNA/RNA)

the mRNA sequence is fixed, and

and other laboratories to develop

analytical workflows

its biological activity known, and

platform approaches to overcome

to confirm the identity and purity

the focus is on monitoring and/

these challenges considering best

of the mRNA, including 5’ Cap

or improving the process yield and

science, quality data, and regulatory

analysis, PolyA tail analysis, oligo

mRNA quality attributes,” he says.

compliance,” she concludes.

Characterization and CMC testing

mapping (similar to peptide mapping,

LC-MS is very useful both for

but for nucleic acids),

monitoring the progress of in

and MS-based sequencing.

vitro transcription reactions and

Significant
innovation underway

determining the status of critical

There is, in fact, tremendous effort

to establish key quality attributes

quality attributes such as 5’

being made to advance analytics for

such as capping efficiency and

capping, Liau adds. Separation-

mRNA vaccines and therapeutics.

poly(A) tail distribution, notes Wake.

based techniques such as

“Scientists have been working with

She adds that all of these analyses

size-exclusion chromatography-

mRNA for decades, but a lot of

are performed in addition to more

multiangle light scattering (SEC-

that effort has focused optimizing

traditional QC requirements, such as

MALS) and field-flow fractionation

analytical methods to enable

assay [ultraviolet (UV)/HPLC)] analytics,

(FFF)-MALS may, meanwhile, be

production-grade techniques. With

residual solvents, metals, etc.

useful for monitoring the properties

the explosion of genetic therapies

of LNPs and optimizing the

and the now intense interest in

complexation process.

mRNA, you are seeing a tremendous

MS, meanwhile, is also used

To confirm the biological activity
of mRNA candidates, well-studied
lipid delivery systems using cationic

One important trend noted by

amount of investment and innovation

or ionizable lipids may be used to

Stawicki that is also seen with protein

by scientists and instrument

transfect standard cell lines in vitro.

therapeutics is the preference for

companies to develop the best

“For such early-stage experiments,”

increasingly robust and simpler

analytical solutions to support that

Liau observes, “it is often

techniques the further down the

work,” Stawicki contends.

unnecessary to use highly purified

pipeline programs get, Meller

mRNA or monodisperse preparations

agrees. For instance, he notes that

introduced electron activated

of lipid nanoparticles. Instead, bulk

while LC-MS is a promising tool for

dissociation (EAD) as a new MS

dynamic light-scattering and zeta

characterizing and quantitating capped

fragmentation technology in the

potential measurements are often

species, a more simplistic approach

ZenoTOF 7600. Initially launched

used to ensure the nanoparticles

lends itself more appropriately to

with small-molecule and protein

have approximately the correct size

routine use. “In the QC environment,”

therapeutics in mind, the company

and surface-charge properties to

says Meller, “the chromatography

has since learned, according to

permit efficient cell transfection.

analysis must be condensed to an

Stawicki, that EAD technology is

Biological activity may then be

HPLC assay to prioritize speed and

also powerful for analyzing mRNA

determined by fluorescence

efficient data analysis.”

products. “EAD has amazing utility

microscopy, enzymatic assays, or
immunostaining as appropriate.”
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are novel in the QC area, when
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example, the sensitive and complete

protein expression in cells, such as

methods for mRNA therapeutics and

structural characterization of lipids

flow-cytometry for the detection

vaccines are therefore challenged not

including double bond positions

of intracellular dsRNA levels

only by the complexity of

and isomer configurations in a

and antigen-specific fluorescent

these biomolecules and their

single experiment.”

detection of expressed proteins,

delivery vehicles, but also by

Stawicki also points to SCIEX’s

both of which provide rapid results

the need to develop flexible

new BioPhase 8800 multi-capillary

for cell uptake, RNA amplification,

methods that can accommodate

CE instrument, which allows up

and protein production. “Such

the ongoing changes in mRNA

to eight analyses to be performed

direct measurements could reduce

structures and final formulations.

simultaneously on the same or

the turn-around time for in vivo

different samples. “We are exploring

antigen studies. The new techniques

how to leverage the high throughput

certainly look promising and could

capabilities of the BioPhase for

be practical in the next few years,”

a whole range of different mRNA

he believes.

It is important to
remember that
mRNA technology
itself is advancing
rapidly and evolving on
a continual basis.

applications,” he says.
Agilent recently developed an

Wake returns her attention to
NGS technology; even though it

improved method for rapid analysis

isn’t new in general, its use in the

of mRNA 5’ capping by LC-MS,

GMP environment is, and for mRNA

while to date mRNA products have

according to Liau. Enzymatic cleavage

products the introduction of NGS

been developed as injectables,

is required for this analysis because

is vital to achieving the required

inhalation and nasal delivery present

mRNA is such a large molecule. The

quality of control. Similarly, she

viable alternatives. “These routes of

established method required two

says that electron microscopy is

delivery can not only aid in achieving

challenging sample preparation steps:

an essential technique, along with

improved bioavailability, but also lead

affinity capture using biotinylated

approaches for establishing in vitro

to products that can be delivered

oligonucleotide probes, and site-

release performance, for evaluating

in a less evasive manner, even in

directed cleavage of affinity-captured

encapsulated products. Doing so,

the absence of a healthcare lead

mRNA using RNase-H.

however, has required the adaptation

administration system,” she explains.

This method failed to work reliably

of a kit that has mainly been

As an example, Wake notes that

Scientists, Fredette recommends,

with some mRNA sequences due

associated with US Pharmacopeia

should think about the analytical

to inefficient affinity purification,

type 4 dissolution testing.

platforms and workflows they need to

so Agilent developed an improved

The importance of developing

deploy across their organizations as

sample preparation method

platform analytical technologies

they grow and how best to harmonize

comprising site-directed cleavage

is also reiterated by Wake. The

everything, from method development

in solution without affinity capture

continual improvement of platform

and method/data transfer; to ensuring

followed by purification of the

approaches suited for establishing

data integrity, traceability, and

cleaved oligos and mRNA sample

if mRNA is truly encapsulated within

compliance; to the level of service and

matrix using silica-based columns.

the nanoparticle system at the right

support they want and need.

Using a thermostable version of

internal liposome pH to support

RNase-H enzyme allowed the

early-phase products without the

to approach the steady state for

sample preparation time to be

need for extensive development is

what analytics look like for mRNA

reduced as well.

a promising example, she says. As

therapeutics,” states Stawicki. “Just

the product moves into later phases,

the space of what we consider mRNA

analysis, and data processing—

these same methods are optimized

therapeutics continues to grow

requires just 75 minutes and allows

and eventually validated for each

rapidly since elasomeran (Spikevax)

separation of the oligos of interest

specific product. “However,” Wake

from Moderna and tozinameran

from the mRNA sample matrix

argues, “understanding these critical

(Comirnaty) from Pfizer-BioNTech

without further sample cleanup.

aspects as early as possible in the

became world-changing vaccines.

“When used in conjunction with a

development cycle necessitates the

Many companies are now developing

specially-designed flushing protocol

need for a general approach.”

variations on mRNA such as self-

The total process—sample prep,

to mitigate sample matrix buildup

“I don’t even think we have started

amplifying mRNA and circular mRNA.
In addition, scientists are developing

superior linearity, sensitivity, and

Still early days
in mRNA analytics

reproducibility,” Liau says.

It is important to remember that

strategies for mRNA therapies. So

mRNA technology itself is advancing

yes, we are still at the beginning

promising techniques currently

rapidly and evolving on a continual

stages of this technology revolution,”

being refined for the evaluation of

basis. Developers of analytical

he concludes. PTE

on the column, this method yielded

Howard highlights several

new types of vehicles and targeting
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“Most recombinant vaccines are
made in a liquid that is injected into the
arm, like the Hepatitis B vaccine. Our
vaccine is dried and tableted with inert
ingredients; so, it can be swallowed,”
Tucker explains.

What’s Next
for COVID-19
Vaccines and
Variants?

Developing
COVID-19 vaccines
J&J has worked with industry
partners, governments, and health
authorities since the beginning of
the COVID-19 pandemic to develop
a preventative COVID-19 vaccine
candidate, Lery explains. But prior
to the pandemic, the company
researched vaccine technology,
which Lery believes granted J&J a

Although mRNA and viral vector vaccines
have been top of mind for COVID-19
treatments, other technologies and
treatments are emerging—along with
new variants.

head start in the development of
its COVID-19 vaccine. The vaccine
technology, AdVac, is based on the
development and production of
adenovirus vectors (gene carriers).

A

“There are 57 identified distinct
s COVID-19 swept across the world, it has impacted millions of

variations (serotypes) of adenovirus, a

individuals and families. During that time, the biopharmaceutical

type of virus that causes the common

industry came together to create treatments as swiftly as possible.

cold. Adenovirus vectors (gene

As of January 2022, the main types of COVID-19 vaccines to treat

carriers) are genetically altered forms

SARS-CoV-2 that are approved or authorised include (1):

of an adenovirus and lack the DNA

• Messenger RNA (mRNA) vaccines, which use genetically engineered

cannot cause a cold, and the protein it

response (e.g., Pfizer-BioNTech and Moderna’s COVID-19 vaccines).

produces cannot cause harm either,”

• Viral vector vaccines give cells genetic instructions to produce

says Lery, adding that the vaccine

antigens, using a different, harmless virus from the one the vaccine is

technology makes use of adenovirus

targeting (e.g., Johnson & Johnson’s [J&J] COVID-19 vaccine).

vector Ad26, specifically.

Telma Lery, Janssen EMEA therapeutic area lead for infectious

One of the differentiating

diseases and vaccines at Johnson & Johnson, explains that the company’s

factors in the development of J&J’s

COVID-19 vaccine candidate (also known as Ad26.COV2.S, Ad26COVS1,

COVID-19 vaccine is what could be

VAC31518, JNJ-78436735, or Ad26-S.PP) is a monovalent, recombinant,

termed “multitasking efforts.” The

inactivated/non-infective adenovirus vector (similar to a cold virus), which

company combined phases of early

contains a transgene that codes for the coronavirus spike (S) protein.

stage trials and had its discovery

Other vaccines are in the works as well. Some of the COVID-19

and manufacturing teams conduct

vaccines in clinical trial include—but are not limited to—whole virus,

processes in parallel—rather

protein subunit, and nucleic acid vaccines (RNA and DNA) as well as more

than sequentially.

mRNA and viral vector vaccines (2). Vaxart, an American biotechnology

The process for developing an oral

company, is developing oral recombinant vaccines, one of which is in

recombinant vaccine, on the other

clinical trials in the United States as a candidate to prevent COVID-19.

hand, is similar to an injectable vaccine

“‘Recombinant vaccine’ means using DNA technology to make a
protein target (i.e., antigen), rather than using the native virus to make
the antigen,” says Sean Tucker, chief scientific officer of Vaxart. “Most

14

needed to replicate. So, the vaccine

mRNA to teach cells how to make a protein that triggers an immune

in terms of the clinical trials and the
path to approval, according to Tucker.
“We began by identifying six

flu vaccines [are] made in eggs by growing a flu virus, deactivating it,

vaccine candidates and winnowed

and injecting it in a vaccine. We use a dead common cold virus to deliver

the list to two,” Tucker continues.

the DNA encoding the antigen to the person, where the antigen is then

“Our initial Phase I trial tested a

made. Our vaccine delivers the DNA via a tablet that breaks open in the

version that made two different

intestine. Our vaccine works because we have a molecule that tells the

antigens from SARS-CoV-2, the S

immune system to pay attention to the antigen that is being made.”

protein and the nucleocapsid (N)
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Development

protein. That S+N candidate made

receptors, and kits for the coronavirus,

the variants are different mutations

very strong T cell responses and nasal

which have been used by diagnostic,

that have accumulated throughout

antibody responses that were cross-

therapeutic, vaccine, and public health

the virus. As the Delta variant has

reactive against a wide variety of

organizations to study SARS-CoV-2 and

demonstrated, some mutations may

coronaviruses. The current set of trials

develop countermeasures against it.

lead to increased transmissibility and/

(Phase II in the US) is evaluating an

Vaccine developers can use S

or more serious illness. In addition,

S-only protein approach, which made

mutant antigens to raise mutant-

one of the new variants, Omicron, has

better antibody responses in non-

specific antibodies and develop

been detected in the US.

human primates.”

assays (often enzyme-linked

“The CDC and its public health

immunosorbent assays) to assess

partners are working closely to

and progressing to clinical trials

the efficacy of their vaccines,

monitor this variant,” says Hsieh.

in a pandemic wasn’t without its

according to James Shore, technical

“Through Whole Genome Sequencing

challenges. In early 2021, Vaxart

product manager of The Native

(WGS), public health laboratories are

had to compete with other biotech

Antigen Company. In addition,

able to quickly identify, track, and

companies for manufacturing space.

biopharmaceutical companies use

monitor the variant.”

Fortunately, the company had

The Native Antigen Company’s

two plants for producing pills for

reagents to develop monoclonal

their clinical trials and had enough

antibody therapies against

materials on hand.

SARS-CoV-2 and its variants. But

COVID-19 variants that are
being monitored include
Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Mu,
Omicron, and more.

But the process of identifying

Types of COVID-19
vaccines include whole
virus, protein subunit, viral
vector, and nucleic acid.

how can S antigens be adapted to
address the various variants?

In addition to monitoring variants

“If a variant includes only a

of the virus and being vigilant in the

couple of point mutations, then a

research and development of new

modification of PCR [polymerase

COVID-19 vaccines and treatments,

chain reaction] amplification can be

the industry needs to continue to

between a COVID-19 oral tablet

used to introduce changes to the

communicate and share resources.

vaccine from injectable COVID-19

gene sequence,” says Shore. “More

Consistent communication and

vaccines, according to Tucker, include:

commonly, however, the sequence

collaboration between all organizations

• Immune responses are triggered

is computationally redesigned and

in the biopharmaceutical industry—

chemically re-synthesized.”

from governments, to agencies, to

Some of the main differences

in the mucosa and the serum with

developers, to manufacturers, and

a COVID-19 oral tablet vaccine
(based on preclinical and clinical

Addressing variants

everyone in between—will play a huge

testing), unlike the existing

No matter the type, COVID-19 vaccines

role in combatting the spread and

vaccines that are serum-only.

and treatments must address new

impact of COVID-19.

• Ease of distribution and

variants and mutations of the virus in

vaccination with a COVID-19

some capacity. Some of the variants

oral tablet vaccine, which

include Delta, Mu, and Omicron.

eliminates the need for special

“COVID-19 variants arise through

accommodations to transport

mutations in the virus. Mutations

injectable vaccines that require

may result in the virus obtaining

cold chain infrastructure as well as

increase in transmissibility, more

the need for trained professionals

severe disease, reduction in vaccine

to administer vaccines.

or treatment efficacy, etc.,” says
Kristina Hsieh, scientific affairs lead,

Research behind COVID-19
vaccines: antigens

Clear Labs. “There are numerous real-

Understandably, the COVID-19 vaccines

getting vaccinated reduces one’s risk

weren’t created without upfront heavy

of severe illness, hospitalization, and

lifting. One company, The Native

death from the different variants. One

Antigen Company, part of LGC Clinical

of the articles recently published by

Diagnostics, provides commercially

Bajema et al. indicated a reduction

available S1 and S2 antigens for

in hospitalization due to vaccination

SARS-CoV-2, which include the amino

from data gathered from five Veterans

mutations associated with different

Affairs Medical Centers” (3–5).

variants. The company developed
more than 100 antigens, antibodies,

world studies that have shown that

Hsieh adds that the main
difference, genetically, between
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remove potentially ‘bad’ drugs
from development, which protects
patients from potentially harmful
drugs and removes drugs from
development before large financial
investments are made in drugs that
have limited or no potential to be a
successful new therapy.

Types of studies
PTE: What type of toxicology studies
are performed in drug development?
Bulera (Charles River): The

Predicting Toxicity
in Drug Development

types of studies run include general

Toxicology studies are an important and required aspect of
drug development that are performed to ensure that drugs are
deemed safe prior to patient administration and use in clinical trials.

studies may be run to identify abuse/

toxicology (various durations), genetic
toxicology, safety pharmacology,
reproductive toxicology, and
carcinogenicity bioassays.
Additionally, other specialty
seizure liabilities, musculoskeletal
toxicities, neuro-toxicities, ocular
toxicities, and/or phototoxicities

Felicity Thomas

T

that could potentially be caused by
oxicology studies are employed in drug development to evaluate

the new therapeutic. The in-vitro

the safety and viability of potential drug candidates, and the data

studies are run in a variety of cell

from such studies are used to support regulatory submissions. As it is

types, and the in-vivo studies are

widely known that toxicity is a contributing factor to drug candidate

typically run in two species (a rodent

attrition and with demand for faster and cheaper drug development

and nonrodent species). In general,

increasing, researchers are looking at ways to perform toxicology

regardless of the new drug modality

studies as efficiently as possible.

(small molecule, monoclonal antibody,

To learn more about toxicology studies, including how accelerated

gene therapy, oligonucleotide,

timelines impact these studies, the expectations and requirements

protein, etc.), the study designs and

of regulatory bodies, issues surrounding animal models, and possible

endpoints are similar.

alternative assays, Pharmaceutical Technology Europe spoke with

Where differences are seen

Steven Bulera, PhD, DABT, corporate vice-president, global head of

are with the specific biomarkers

Toxicology, Charles River Laboratories.

that are included in the study and
are based on the specific type of

Patient protection

molecule and the target of the new

PTE: Could you elaborate on the importance of toxicology studies?

drug. It is important to mention and

Bulera (Charles River): When developing a new therapeutic,

acknowledge that while many of the

the new therapy must demonstrate two simple criteria. First, the

toxicology studies use animals, the

therapy must be efficacious: it must treat the disease or improve

studies are designed with the 3Rs

the quality of life of the patient. Second, the therapy must be safe

(reduce, refine, and replace) in mind

and not cause additional and/or unacceptable harm to the patient.

and that the animals are treated

Toxicology studies are designed and conducted to identify and

humanely with the highest standards

characterize any potential adverse events or toxicities prior to the

of animal welfare in mind.

in clinical trials (1). To accomplish this task, a variety of nonclinical

Accelerated timelines

toxicology studies are performed in non-human in-vivo and in-vitro

PTE: How might accelerated

models. Additionally, these studies are required for regulatory

development timelines impact

submissions around the world and support ‘first-in-human’ clinical

toxicology studies?

trials and clinical trials needed to bring the drug to the market and to
patients in need.
In addition to characterizing potential adverse events, toxicology
is important in that the studies conducted help identify and
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there is an unmet medical need,
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the question that is always on a
researcher’s mind, is ‘how fast can

filin174 - Stock.adobe.com

new drug being administered to patients or volunteers participating

Development

we get this drug to the patients
that need it?’ A common trend in

study from what was documented.
Regardless of whether the

uses animal corneas that normally
would have been discarded.

drug development is ‘how do we

new drug was conducted under a

go faster?’ To support accelerated

standard or accelerated timeline,

look at alternative models for testing

programmes, toxicology has

countries have the expectation that

the toxicity of compounds. Khabib

developed faster ways to generate,

the studies were conducted under

et al. outline the advantages and

analyze, and interpret data, as well

the auspices of the GLPs. Where

disadvantages of using alternative

as faster ways to create the reports

there is some potential flexibility

models such as brine shrimp, zebrafish,

needed for regulatory submission.

for the toxicology programme, is

daphnia, copepods, molluscs, and

Additionally, some of the best

what individual studies are needed

so on (4). These in-vitro, ex-vivo, and

practices that can be called

and the duration of those studies

alternative animal models are useful

upon involve strong partnerships

that are required to move the drug

for identifying if a compound is toxic,

between clients and contract

to the next development milestone.

can be used as screens to rank order

research organizations (CROs) so

There are examples for rare and

compounds from more to less toxic,

that both parties are working

orphan disease therapies, where

and can be used to determine if a

together to remove white space

regulatory agencies have been

compound impacts a specific cell

from study initiation and reporting

open to alternative toxicology study

type or a specific cellular pathway.

timelines. Milestones can then be

designs and customized toxicology

However, they currently do not

reached more rapidly.

packages so that these drugs can get

capture the complex interactions with

to patients that need them faster.

organ pathways (i.e., communication

Also, companies have developed

Also, researchers continue to

pathways between cells and organ

paradigms that require decisions
to be made at risk or in parallel

Animal toxicology models

systems) that are linked together in a

with the reporting process to move

PTE: Could you run through some

whole animal model.

to the next steps faster. Often,

of the issues surrounding animal

companies wait for final reports to

models for toxicology studies and

make decisions. To accelerate the

what possible solutions there may

toxicology programme, companies

be in the pipeline or already being

are encouraged to make decisions on

used that could benefit industry

data, and then start the next study/

for wider adoption?

phase before the previous study

Bulera (Charles River): Some

report is finalized. This [method] can

of the common reasons cited as

remove weeks if not months from a

to why whole animal toxicology

toxicology programme.

models are not appropriate to use
in drug development are that animal

“The vast majority, if not
all, toxicology studies
used for regulatory
submissions are run under
good laboratory practice
(GLP) regulations.”
—Steven Bulera,
Charles River Laboratories
While the predictiveness of animal

Regulatory expectations

models do not reliably predict human

toxicology models may not be as

PTE: What are the regulatory

outcomes, drugs that appear to work

predictive of human outcomes as

expectations and requirements

well in animal models fail to work

researchers would like, history has

for toxicology studies in drug

when given to humans, and having

shown that the testing performed

development, both for a regular

to use animal models and run animal

using these whole animal toxicology

timescale and an accelerated one?

studies delays the drug development

models has and continues to protect

Bulera (Charles River): The vast

process. Numerous articles exploring

humans/patients from harmful drugs. In

majority, if not all, toxicology studies

the limitations of these models have

addition, the more that is learned about

used for regulatory submissions are

been published (2–4).

cellular and biochemical mechanisms,

run under good laboratory practice

Alternatives to the use of animal

and how organ systems operate and

(GLP) regulations. These are a series

models are also continually being

communicate, the predictiveness of

of regulations required by countries

discussed and developed. We have

our models will also improve. Also, as

that dictate how studies must be

seen advances made using in-vitro and

researchers continue to learn about

conducted to ensure that the studies

ex-vivo models (1D, 2D, 3D cell cultures,

how to better care for and manage

were conducted with the highest

tissue slices, organs-on-a-chip). As

research animals, the reproducibility

scientific quality. Additionally, these

an example, for many years chemical

of results will also improve. Even as

regulations have documentation

irritancy was tested by administering

the predictability and reproducibility

expectations so that regulatory

compounds to the eyes of rabbits

of whole animal models improves,

agencies reviewing the toxicology

(Draize eye irritation assay). However,

researchers will continue to look for

study package can know how the

that assay has been replaced by the

assays/methods to replace animal

studies were conducted and that

ex-vivo Bovine Corneal Opacity and

toxicology models in an effort to reduce

they can accurately recreate the

Permeability (BCOP) assay that only

animal usage (3Rs), bring drugs to ‘in
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need’ patients faster, and to appreciate

are developed as replacements/

a drug range from US$944 million (€829

the value that these alternate methods

substitutes for whole animal

million) to as high as US$4.54 billion

bring to drug development.

toxicology models, they will need to be

(€3.99 billion) (5). If the cost of

thoroughly evaluated before they are

these alternative assays/methods

Alternative assays

accepted and implemented, and the

substantially increases the cost of a

PTE: Might the use of computer

associated whole animal toxicology

drug’s development, companies will

simulations (or other disruptive

model discontinued.

need to acknowledge these costs and

technology) become the industry

One of the main challenges facing

standard for toxicology studies in

the use and implementation of

the near future?

these alternate assays/methods

Bulera (Charles River): As new

still be supportive of these alternative
assays/methods.
In the end, the development,

is the validation/predictiveness of

implementation, and use of these

data are obtained about cellular

these alternate assays/methods.

alternative assays/methods will be a

pathways, organ systems, and cellular

Acceptance of the assays/methods

balance of how these assays/methods

communication networks, and are

as a substitute by regulatory agencies

will decrease drug development

combined with information about the

and by the public will be based on

timelines, how much faster can needed

new drug (structure data, similarity to

researchers being able to demonstrate

medicines get to patients, how much

previously tested drugs, absorption,

that the alternative assays/methods

better they are at predicting human

distribution, metabolism, and excretion

are equivalent or better at predicting

safety, and the value that these

data, in-vitro and ex-vivo data, etc.),

human toxicity then the current

investments/costs bring to the drug

it is conceivable to envision a time

whole animal toxicity models and

development process.

when it will be possible to employ

that the outcomes of these assays/

artificial intelligence and machine

methods can be used to make drug

learning algorithms to characterize

development decisions that will

new drugs completely in silico.

protect patients and not jeopardize

There are numerous examples in the

human health and safety.

literature, where in-vitro, in-vivo, and/

Additionally, with the concerns

or in-silico methods have been used as

about rising drug costs and cost of

accepted replacement/substitutes for

developing new therapies, researchers

whole animal models or for examining

will need to be aware of the costs of

specific biomarkers. However, as

implementing these alternate assays/

in-vitro, ex-vivo, and in-silico models

methods. Current estimates to develop
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Editor’s Note: Polymer Influence on the Rheological Properties of
Co-Processed Microcrystalline Cellulose and Sodium Carboxymethylcellulose
A peer-reviewed article, “Polymer Influence on the

and cMCC that increased the suspension’s viscosity and

Rheological Properties of Co-Processed Microcrystalline

thixotropic property, leading to a stronger final gel-like

Cellulose and Sodium Carboxymethylcellulose,”

network and suspending capability. However, adding

has been published in the February 2022 issue of

PVP or NaCMC increased the initial viscosity but reduced

Pharmaceutical Technology North America and is

the set-up suspension’s viscosity, which could indicate

available on PharmTech.com.

de‑stabilization” (1).

In the paper, the authors discuss the importance of
selecting the correct thickening and suspending agents to
ensure stabilized formulations, as well as adding the right
blend of polymers to achieve optimal suspension viscosity
and stability. The paper presents a study that evaluates
the colloidal microcrystalline cellulose (cMCC) suspending
agent by using a representative pharmaceutical-grade
commercial version of cMCC. The study also evaluated
the use of common water-soluble polymers as thickening
agents in cMCC suspension formulations.
The authors studied the rheological properties of
cMCC suspensions prepared in each thickening agent.
According to the authors, “Results showed a synergistic
effect between hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (HPMC)
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writing, and doing (hands-on). These
learning styles can be addressed
with either passive or participatory
teaching methods. The former
includes lectures, reading, audiovisual
tools, and demonstrations, while the
latter comprise group discussions,
practice, and teaching others.
Adult learners are focused on
learning what they need to be
successful in their current role, and

Accelerating Workforce
Training on Single-Use
Technologies

therefore want to learn about the
things they need to know to reach
assigned goals and objectives.
Some of the best practices for adult
learning, therefore, include face-toface interactions and participatory
programmes that require problemsolving, are topic-centred, and involve
real-life scenarios linked to actual
daily tasks so that everyone remains

Training is crucial for supporting GMP
operations in commercial-scale bioprocessing.

interested and engaged.
Each of these different learning

Michael Moedler, PhD,

B

methods has unique benefits and
oth suppliers and users of single-use technologies (SUTs)

advantages/disadvantages. According

recognize the need for more efficient and effective training to

to the National Training Laboratories,

support the handling and use of SUTs to ensure the biopharmaceutical

retention of learning content ranges

Visp, and Helene Pora,

workforce can successfully and reliably operate good manufacturing

from 5–30% for passive methods and

PhD, is vice-president of

practice (GMP)-compliant, aseptic, SUT-based bioprocesses.

50–90% for participatory methods (2).

Technical Communication

Establishing adequate training solutions has become increasingly

In addition, adults often learn as much

and Regulatory Strategy at

imperative as SUT use at the commercial scale accelerates.

from committing errors (trying and

is head of Training at
Lonza Biologics Operations

Pall Corporation.

In an article in Pharmaceutical Technology, “Addressing the Training

failing), because they must think about

Gap for Single-Use Technologies” (1), the authors discussed reasons for

what went wrong and why, which

the SUT training gap and why SUT training is crucial to biopharmaceutical

leads to greater understanding of the

manufacturing. This follow-up article outlines the fundamental aspects

process and prevents reoccurrence.

of training and adult learning styles, elucidates the value of digital and
virtual learning, and explains the approach adopted by Pall and Lonza in a
collaboration intended to address the SUT training gap.
The first project involved the joint development of a training

Criteria for successful SUT
training programmes
Training on SUTs requires addressing

programme for tangential-flow filtration (TFF); additional training

the specific training needs for SUTs

modules are planned to follow. Leveraging Lonza’s understanding

while keeping in mind adult learning

of the fundamental aspects of training and adult learning styles and

preferences and the different needs to

Pall’s knowledge of SUT handling and operations of the specific TFF

ensure essential transfer of knowledge,

equipment, this novel approach combines digital tools and virtual

skills, and attitude, including

reality solutions with in-person and hands-on training sessions.

understanding of overall process
implications caused by potential

The goal of any training programme is to get everyone who receives

The design of efficient training

the training to execute the same tasks in the same manner and in the

programmes focused on the

same timeframe, leading to the same output every time. To achieve that

handling and use of SUTs must be

essential goal for product quality and patient safety, it is essential to

accomplished by applying the best

identify training needs and address them holistically. In essence, training

learning and training methodologies

must support transfer of knowledge as well as skills and behaviours

while understanding the specific

required for consistent high-level performance (see Figure 1).

requirements when operating SUTs.

Adult learning styles must also be considered. There are generally
four ways to learn: listening (auditory), viewing (visual), reading/

20

variations in the individual tasks.
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The programmes must be suitable
for employees with limited or no

Sikov - Stock.adobe.com

Fundamental aspects of training

Manufacturing

better prevent bag breakage. A library

Figure 1. Key components of effective training programmes.

of defects was developed, along
with a training package that includes
videos and checklists that can be

Knowledge
Understanding of
information

incorporated into standard operating
procedures. Operators are trained to
differentiate between cosmetic and
actual defects as well as what might
be the potential causes for each.

Virtual training tools
for aseptic practices

Foundation
Skill
Ability to
perform a
task

While virtual reality (VR) training might

Attitude
Internal
drivers of
behavior

seem like science fiction or gaming,
it is advanced and increasingly used
in various manufacturing and other
settings, including training surgeons,
helicopter pilots, and astronauts. The
biopharmaceutical industry is already

experience in biopharmaceutical

commercial production). Trainer

manufacturing, be largely self-

resources may also be limited.

directed, be available in several

When the needs and available

1

using this approach in several areas (3).
Takeda, for example, employs VR to
train operators on aseptic practices (4).
Leveraging proven digital technology

languages, include instructions on the

methods are considered, it can be

such as VR and augmented reality

rules and procedures for maintaining

concluded that face-to-face training,

or mixed reality (MR) for SUT training

aseptic conditions, and take into

e-learning, virtual classrooms, virtual

can decrease the training time of

consideration the fact that access to

reality training, and mixed reality

new operators and increase training

actual, installed single-use systems

training represent the best options.

efficacy. In addition, such training

and cleanroom suites is limited.
To be competent with SUTs,

Face-to-face training provides

can reduce training costs, eliminate

the opportunity for intense,

the trainer-time bottleneck, increase

operators must be not only provided

hands-on experiences, while

the productivity of new hires, and

knowledge about the do’s and

e-learning with enhanced interactive

enable on-demand retraining of

don’ts of proper handling, but also

videos and checklists (including

employees without additional expense.

understand and be able to apply that

assessments) provide a level of

By providing better, more engaging

way of operating consistently; they

active and participatory learning.

training, training effectiveness can

must exhibit a special attitude when

Virtual classrooms combine group

be improved, leading to decreased

working with SUTs. Training must be

discussions with some listening and

human errors and therefore increased

provided on the skills and behaviours

watching, and virtual reality and

reliability of supply.

necessary to touch and handle

mixed reality training simulate real-

SUT materials, maintain awareness

life activities with muscle memory

proper cleaning in a cleanroom is a

about the environment, and perform

and are expected to enable new

priority module because it applies to

specific tasks reliably.

operators and lab personal to learn

all GMP production sites. Operators

operating procedures much faster—

in a virtual cleanroom can train on

anywhere at any time.

aseptic practices (e.g., movement

In addition, effective SUT training
goes beyond meeting compliance
requirements; it ensures that

Leveraging existing digital training

Learning how to move and perform

speed, placement of objects, correct

operators can perform the jobs

methods already in place at Pall,

cleaning procedures) and establish

competently under real-life

the two companies developed

muscle memory to improve quality and

conditions. Typically, however, access

a proprietary training platform

decrease the risk of contamination.

to commercial-scale equipment,

consisting of a series of online

particularly equipment located in a

training tools specifically covering SUT

to establish a virtual suite with an

cleanroom setting, is severely limited

use, handling, and operations. The

exact, fully interactable replica

for training purposes. Conditions

initial focus was to create a tool for

of the equipment to be used in

within a cleanroom may also be

classifying defects in biocontainers,

production. Employees can train in

limited with respect to training needs

thus enabling better identification of

this virtual, safe environment at their

(i.e., number of people allowed, ability

defects and more systematic trending

to bring in training materials during

for systematic learning, which would

Lonza provided the information

Contin. on page 28
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Efficiency in quality control
Early on in the evaluation of a suitable
automation project, businesses should
consider whether the process will
require revalidation, as illustrated in
Figure 1. If so, they should determine
to what extent the return on
investment (ROI) of the total project,
including any revalidation costs, meets
corporate objectives.
Even in cases where revalidation

How to Effectively
Implement Pharma
4.0 Technologies
Getting started with a PAT framework
enables automation with digital technologies.

is not an option or the ROI is not
attractive enough, pharmaceutical
companies can still leverage
digital technologies and PAT-like
environments to improve quality
control activities in off-line analytical
laboratories. These tasks generally take
considerable portions of manufacturing
cycle times and manpower.
Key automated technologies can cut
the downtime associated with these
quality control activities and, in turn,

Martin Gadsby
is director at Optimal
Industrial Technologies,
mgadsby@optimal-tech.co.uk.

I

optimize the speed and productivity
ndustry 4.0 applications can help businesses boost their

of the entire production process. For

manufacturing processes, making them faster, more responsive,

example, robots can speed up testing

integrated, and productive. Despite these key advantages, adopting

by performing repetitive tasks, such

new Industry 4.0, or Pharma 4.0, solutions within bio/pharmaceutical

as liquid or solid sample collection and

manufacturing lines can be particularly challenging. However, the

delivery to off-line testing facilities.

implementation of advanced digital technologies can overcome these

There, samples can be automatically

issues and deliver benefits to pharmaceutical companies.

prepared and analyzed. Additionally,

The future of manufacturing is digital, and several industries have

businesses can implement

already taken large strides in their digital transformation journeys.

serialization and data management

Although processing industries and pharmaceutical manufacturing are

systems to create data repositories

not at the forefront of these trends, digital technologies that support

that enhance data integrity for

Pharma 4.0 applications can drive considerable improvements. These

material tracking and tracing.

technologies promote innovation that can increase the productivity
broad range of automated solutions available can be used in a variety

Selecting an initial digital
transformation project

of settings to achieve different goals. Pharmaceutical companies

Once the environment in which

can thus confidently embark on digital transformation journeys that

digital technologies are to be

address their most pressing requirements or applications that are

implemented has been selected—

most in need of upgrades.

R&D, manufacturing, or testing

Although there are a multitude of technologies available, most of them

should define their goals. This

technology (PAT) framework where they can be implemented. Embracing

definition, in turn, helps to select

PAT is a quality-by-design (QbD)-driven approach that aims to deliver

the solutions that are most suited to

products of consistent and high quality by leveraging the power of data.

addressing these ambitions.

More precisely, this smart manufacturing strategy relies on the timely

22

facilities—pharmaceutical companies

share the need for an advanced, quality-compliant process analytical

To succeed in the implementation

characterization and analysis of raw and in-process materials achieved

of PAT and digital technologies,

by measuring their critical quality attributes (CQAs). These CQAs are

companies should start with small

then controlled with critical process parameters (CPPs) to define the

projects, ideally where there is already

optimum operating conditions and adjust them in real-time. Therefore,

a level of process understanding

PAT supports in-depth process understanding and data-driven control

available and it is clear to see how

while also laying the foundation for quality assurance, continuous

the process can be optimized. In

process verification, and material tracking and tracing.

addition, it is generally recommended
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and efficiency of key operations while future-proofing them. The

Manufacturing

Figure 1. Mind map assessing the benefits of process analytical
technology (PAT) and digital technologies and the impact of
manufacturing process revalidation.

to initially use PAT and data-driven
solutions to solely monitor processes,
without including control activities.
This strategy helps to simplify the
requirements of the project and
streamline implementation while
gathering more knowledge on CQAs,
CPPs, and the entire production
process, as illustrated in Figure 2.
After supervision activities have
been improved, pharmaceutical
companies can determine whether
automated, quality-centric control
strategies could further enhance
production activities. If automated
control model building is used,
then generally these are highly cost
effective, but they may generate less
process knowledge.

Automated control model
building is cost-effective
but may generate less
process knowledge.
Complementary
PAT technologies
Once this groundwork has been
completed, companies should
define the technologies that can
complement PAT in their applications.
For example, continuous processing
applications can greatly benefit from
effective and accurate dynamic flow
modelling for material tracing. These
tools can monitor product movement
throughout continuous processes,
coordinate sampling and rejection
systems, and identify raw materials in
the final products. As a result, dynamic

Figure 2.Key elements to put in place to set the foundations for
a successful data-driven application based on process analytical
technology (PAT).

flow modelling supports closed-loop
feedback process control at the core of
good manufacturing practices (GMP),
quality assurance, and regulatory
compliance strategies. As continuous
processing and flow chemistry
applications become increasingly
popular, a PAT knowledge management
platform needs to feature advanced

FIGURES ARE COURTESY OF THE AUTHOR.

mathematical predictive models,
combined with extensive empirical
data, to accurately forecast product
and material movement.
When handling complex processes,
advanced data processing strategies
can provide a solid foundation
for effective control. In particular,
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Manufacturing

multivariate control—the ability to

that can support the necessary digital

platform to the Cloud should be based

direct the control of more than one

technologies. In addition, it is important

on “push” methods, as they support

CPP in concert with others in order

to consider analytical instruments and

controlled access. These operate by

to control the desired CQA value—is

sampling solutions. In particular, it is

periodically sending data from each

valuable. It is possible to model

fundamental to check the ability of

monitored system to a central, Cloud-

such functionality with automated

these technologies to converge to a

based data lake. Push architectures

intelligent control, in which the control

central PAT knowledge management

prevent a network from opening to

algorithm is automatically derived,

platform, where all data and the

areas that should be restricted.

indicating the optimum CQA values

insights they produce are revealed,

that should be delivered. By adopting

stored, visualized, and processed.

this type of multivariate control, it is

Businesses should not be limited

Independent of the network
components utilized, it is crucial to
evaluate latency and reliability. As

possible to do more than simply keep

by vendor-specific components

PAT-driven Pharma 4.0 applications

CPPs as close as possible to their

when building effective Pharma

rely on real-time communications with

set-points, as it can drive a CQA value

4.0 applications; a multi-vendor,

machines and instruments on the

from its current state to the desired

multi-instrument PAT knowledge

factory floor to adjust their operations

state. Ultimately, this strategy can

management platform is beneficial.

on the fly, time-critical data should

help bio/pharmaceutical producers

Compatibility should also be

be transmitted in a timely manner.

make their processes more flexible

evaluated across the entire network

Otherwise, delays could compromise

and adaptable while enhancing end-

infrastructure, particularly when

productivity and end-product quality,

product quality and process efficiency.

enterprise-wide digital technologies

ultimately reducing the benefits of

are applied. When setting up

digital strategies.

industrial Internet of things (IIoT)

Delays in transmitting
time-critical data can
compromise productivity
and end-product quality.

Advanced data processing
strategies can provide
a solid foundation for
effective control.

applications that merge the
operational technology domain,
typical of the shop floor, with
information technology of higher-level

A digital twin can simulate
process orchestrations in a virtual

systems, the PAT platform should be

environment to test if the selected

able to link both worlds. In practice,

to effectively control operations. The

conditions and operating parameters

this means that the software should

creation of highly effective networks

are effective or need to be refined

be able to seamlessly interconnect

that rely on advanced communications

without running physical processes,

with Edge devices and other key

technologies is key to overcoming

which are resource, cost, and time

nodes, such as virtual machines.

these challenges and setting up

To utilize Cloud computing, a PAT

consuming. This functionality can

Speed should remain a top priority

successful IIoT environments for

be helpful during commissioning,

knowledge management system

particularly for complex

should support data transfer to, or

manufacturing and quality prediction

run within, these environments.

manufacturing lies in digital

functions (e.g., predictive dissolution).

Additionally, information must be

technologies. Players in the sector

transmitted in accordance with existing

should therefore begin to embrace

different plants or R&D laboratories, a

regulations, such as regulations on

them to maintain a competitive edge.

common platform used by each plant

electronic signatures and records.

To succeed, it is crucial that companies

together with a secure Cloud-based

If advanced cybersecurity is a top

select a suitable PAT knowledge

environment is ideal. This approach

priority, a data pump system that

management platform and implement

also supports advanced Big Data

transfers information from a PAT

it using these best practices. PTE

To ensure consistency across

pharmaceutical operations.
The future of pharmaceutical

analytics and mining for next-level PAT
applications. In effect, Cloud computing
facilitates interconnectivity and offers
near unlimited space for storage and
data processing power on demand. The
common platform allows knowledge,

More on Pharma 4.0
For more on Pharma 4.0 and process analytical technology (PAT), read
these articles on PharmTech.com:
• Digitalization in Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Equipment

orchestrations, models, and intellectual

PharmTech.com/view/digitalization-in-pharmaceutical-

property developed in one location

manufacturing-equipment

to be shared in a traceable and GMP-

• Using Industry 4.0 to Optimize

compliant way with another location.

Oral Solid Dosage Form Manufacturing

Selecting a PAT framework

dosage-form-manufacturing

PharmTech.com/view/using-industry-40-optimize-oral-solidIt is crucial to select a PAT framework
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Over the past two decades, the
discovery and development of
large-molecule therapeutics has seen
significant progress in the areas of
target characterization, screening,
process optimization, automation,
and analytics, Khimani explains.
Implementation of automation
and analytics across biologics
workflows has played a key role in
this success; they have enhanced
productivity and are overcoming big

Increased Data Output is a
Double-Edged Sword in Drug
Discovery and Manufacturing
A

“Automation and data management
deliver accuracy and reproducibility
as well as enhance data quality and
biological relevance. Furthermore,
more recent advancements in artificial
intelligence (AI) and machine learning
have enabled predictability and
process design,” Khimani points out.

Automated analytical workflows require advanced
technologies to manage the higher volume of data output.

Feliza Mirasol

data management challenges.

In the drug target identification
(ID) and drug discovery space, nextgeneration sequencing (NGS) has

dvancements in analytics have significantly increased the

revolutionized target discovery

amount of data that is generated throughout the biologic

across the genome, exome, and

drug lifecycle. This increased data flow presents challenges to

transcriptome paradigm, while

managing the information. Managing the increased output is best

bioinformatics capabilities have

achieved with the help of automated analytical workflows, which

enabled panel design for specific

can organize data collection and streamline analyses.

disease areas and the screening of
disorders at the population genomics

Incorporating automation into the workflow

level, Khimani emphasizes.

The biopharma industry has seen a significant increase over the

in liquid handling and nucleic acid

therapies. Manufacturers have found themselves often facing

sample preparation continue to

situations in which existing platforms and prior knowledge

empower scientists in achieving

no longer apply to newer molecular formats, says Xiao Dong,

higher throughput, accuracy, and

marketing manager, Biopharmaceutical Business, Waters

reproducibility along the target ID

Corporation. As a result, larger-scale analytical testing is needed,

workflows, Khimani adds.

especially during earlier-stage development, to minimize the risks
associated with manufacturability and quality, Dong states.
“Automated analytical workflows allow manufacturers to

“Drug discovery involving largemolecule screening has benefitted
significantly from automation and

address the gap between existing analytical capability and

leveraging analytics. Integrating

increased testing needs by reducing resource costs and improving

a workflow through interface and

turnaround time. In addition, automation improves data quality and

protocol configurations enables

reduces FTE [full-time employee] resource needs, leading to cost

each step involving related

benefits as well as reduced compliance risks,” says Dong.

instrument(s), software, and

The drug discovery and development process involves a series

Hoda Bogdan - Stock.adobe.com

Moreover, automation solutions

past few years in the complexity and variety of biomolecular

consumables to offer a seamless

of complex stages that take 12–15 years to commercialize, and the

process, data generation, data

cost can be between US$0.9 billion (€0.8 billion) and US$2 billion

interpretation, and biological

(€1.7 billion), with a low success rate, says Anis H. Khimani, PhD,

evaluation,” he states.

senior strategy leader, Pharma Development, Life Science,

Regarding protein
characterization, the

at PerkinElmer.
“Workflows within every stage contribute to large volumes of

implementation of automation

data that require management and interpretation, for both small-

workflows and AI tools

and large-molecule drug development,” Khimani says.

has accelerated protein
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characterization and process

the migration of data-related content

development and manufacturing;

development by enabling

from paper notebooks to electronic

however, the requirements differ,

critical quality attributes (CQAs)

formats. These electronic formats

Khimani points out. He explains

and streamlining integration.

manage unstructured and structured

that discovery workflows upstream

According to Khimani, capillary

data and provide for subsequent

seek flexibility and an open

electrophoresis (CE) platforms with

analysis and visualization.

format to organize and develop

“The clustering and visualization

higher throughput, for example,

of vast volumes of data enable

of structured data. “Research

requirement, superior resolution

scientists to gain biological insights

scientists may need to vary

of isolated/separated proteins, and

into target characterization and

experimental conditions to optimize

reliable characterization.

validation. There has been increasing

protocols into SOPs [standard

awareness that identifying and

operating procedures] as well as

scale up, it is important to remember

validating the right target upstream

analyze a wide array of data for

that CQAs for biologics involve cell

is critical to the screening and

biological relevance,” he says.

culture and production process

development of drug candidates

parameters as well as storage

downstream to further enhance

Notebook, PerkinElmer), for instance,

conditions to ensure stability along

the success rate of therapeutic

provides the latitude to manage

the workflow. “In this context, an

molecules,” Khimani explains.

metadata and analyze various groups

important data analytic to monitor

The biopharma industry
has seen a significant
increase over the
past few years in the
complexity and variety of
biomolecular therapies.

of experimental data into visualization

For process development and

is long-term stability on three
production batches. Temperature
mapping services (e.g., OneSource,
PerkinElmer) can help biopharma
operators monitor variations and
maintain consistency supporting

Advanced analytics technologies

good laboratory practice (GLP)/

An ELN notebook (e.g., Signals

formats to enable decision-making.
Biopharma research groups leverage
the capabilities of ELN to optimize
workflows to enable discovery and
validation of disease-specific targets
as well as the development of largemolecule therapeutics.

good manufacturing practice (GMP)

(e.g., TIBCO Spotfire, PerkinElmer)

compliance,” according to Khimani.

offer data analysis and visualization

drug development, these advanced

Meanwhile, further downstream in

capabilities for this workflow; these

technologies also facilitate validation

and advanced techniques, such

capabilities play a critical role in

and security requirements within

as wireless temperature probes,

decision-making. Additionally, ELN

the GLP and GMP environments. ELN

reduce human error, while software

technologies (e.g., Signals Notebook,

notebooks (e.g., Signals Notebook,

solutions support data visualization of

part of the new PerkinElmer Signals

PerkinElmer) can offer security-driven

stability studies. Other quality control

Research Suite) can enable audit

administration and audit capabilities.

measures, such as impurities testing,

trail and security features to support

In the manufacturing environment,

can be achieved using analytical

21 US Code of Federal Regulations

scale up for higher production

tools such as chromatography and

(CFR) Part 11 (1) compliance within

volumes and GMP compliance are

atomic and molecular spectroscopy,

the biologics GMP environment.

key. “Therefore, downstream it is

according to Khimani.

“Huge volumes of data either require

important for analytics technologies

database capabilities or a cloud

to support automation, as well

Managing
increased data output

environment that can be maintained

as provide electronic compliance

on site or outsourced via third-party

supporting capabilities for biopharma

Automation technologies are

informatics solutions. Implementation

to be able to meet regulatory

also key in helping to collect and

of Biopharma 4.0 is being adopted

requirements. Bioprocess workflows

organize increased data output,

and driven by the principles of

have continued to migrate from

which facilitates data analyses.

Industry 4.0 to improve efficiency,

a batch process to continuous

The integration and automation

facilitate real-time monitoring, reduce

manufacturing; hence, there is a

of workflows results in enhanced

cost, enhance predictability, and

constant demand in this space

data output at every step, from

allow for better decision-making

for technologies to offer real-time

configuration of integration

within bioprocess workflows,”

monitoring and accuracy to maintain

through metadata management

emphasizes Khimani.

production that is devoid of errors

Meanwhile, fully automated reports

and eventually data analysis,
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protocols followed by management

have enabled lower sample

Some of these advanced

and meets scale, sterility, and safety

visualization, and interpretation,

automated technologies are

Khimani points out. Over the past

leveraged both upstream in drug

decade, the adoption of electronic

discovery and development as

chief technology officer of Flywheel, a

lab notebooks (ELN) have facilitated

well as downstream in bioprocess

research data management platform,
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requirements,” Khimani says.
Gunnar Schaefer, co-founder and

Analytics

notes the importance of having

“Further contributing to

to-use platforms with simple, user-

end-to-end solutions to streamline

bottlenecks is the use of complex

friendly informatic interfaces will be

data ingested from multiple sources

spreadsheets. [In addition,] locally

critical to successful implementation.

and curate it to common standards.

developed or third-party software

Additionally, it is often a good

Focusing on the facilitation of large-

may be utilized to collect and process

practice to start implementing

scale organization, processing, and

data. These programmes can be

automation in non-GMP development

analyses of complex data, such

labour- and time-intensive and may

settings before GMP manufacturing,

as annotated biomedical images

result in errors,” Khimani says.

which has higher compliance needs.”

frequently collected as part of

Having reference
standards programmes
across hardware
calibration, reagents,
and consumables can
establish uniformity
across workflows.

clinical trials, can enable realworld data collaboration, machine
learning, and AI development,
all of which can accelerate drug
discovery, Schaefer says.
Historically, for instance, most
data assets collected in clinical trials
were archived and largely forgotten,

“Automation across workflows

Furthermore, automated analytical
workflows require access to
large-scale, standardized, qualitycontrolled, and expert-labelled
datasets, adds Schaefer. At the
same time, data privacy and security
requirements are becoming ever
stricter. A comprehensive data
management and sharing framework

often stored with partners offsite,

with centralization of informatics

would allow researchers to focus on

Schaefer observes. “With the broad

tools to manage data can alleviate

new discoveries, rather than solving

adoption of machine learning, these

these bottlenecks,” Khimani

information technology problems,

data assets have gained a second

continues. “Subsequently, data

Schaefer notes.

life. However, many data archives

can be structured, tracked, and

are offline or otherwise inaccessible,

processed for visualization,

and data management across

poorly organized, and seldom quality-

as well as archived for future

analytical workflows differs between

controlled,” Schaefer states.

reference.” Furthermore, adoption

a laboratory setting and a bioprocess

Addressing those problems head

of the holistic automation tenets of

environment in terms of the scale

on, starting with flexible and scalable

Industry 4.0 with enhanced process

and compliance requirements,

data ingestion and establishing a

technologies, as well as advanced

there are important common

de-identification framework as well

digital solutions, can alleviate

themes, says Khimani. These

as having a customizable and multi-

numerous bottlenecks. Having

common themes include streamlined

modal data processing automation

an automation roadmap

workflows, standardization of

and structured annotation options,

such as this aims to deliver

protocols, and reproducibility.

goes a long way towards optimizing

enhanced robustness and

analytical workflows. “In concert,

reproducibility of quality metrics

to allow the implementation of fully

these capabilities accelerate [the]

and can significantly reduce cost,

automated analytical workflows,

path to meaningful data at scale,”

provide flexibility, and enhance

either in the laboratory setting or

Schaefer explains.

productivity, Khimani concludes.

in a commercial biomanufacturing

Khimani adds that bottlenecks

Although the level of automation

The main components required

setting, include workflow

in data collection and processing

Facilitating implementation

integration, informatics capabilities,

exist at every step of the workflow,

Automating the entire analytical

standardization, quality control

with greater challenges arising

workflow often requires a

programmes, and digitization,

when higher volumes of data are

manufacturer to integrate solutions

Khimani states.

generated from automation and

from different vendors. This often

real-time monitoring of the process.

requires steep learning curves,

a customized configuration using

He points out that multiple factors

cautions Dong. Thus, working closely

informatics capabilities, which

contribute to data overload in the

with different vendors while having a

translate protocols interfacing from

process development and scale-up

cross-functional team that can work

one step—or from an analytical

environment, such as the evaluation

on data and system integration are

instrument of the workflow—to the

of process parameters, raw material

essential requirements.

next. This configuration is designed

requirements, and monitoring along

“Automated platforms need to

Workflow integration includes

to enable walk-away automation

the workflow, including product

be flexible, because the number of

with the least manual intervention,

stability, media components, and

samples can vary. The platforms

according to Khimani.

microbial presence. Additionally,

themselves should not be complex

data across the workflow is obtained

or hard to operate as many of

enterprise level, an organization

and sorted manually using accessory

these scientists are not automation

requires informatics solutions that are

tools or devices.

engineers,” explains Dong. “Easy-

either cloud-based, local databases,

Khimani also explains that, at an
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or laboratory-level laboratory

appropriate reference standards or

within drug manufacturing)

information management systems

controls for assay and diagnostic

across laboratories and scale-up

(LIMS) platforms for the management

reagents establishes quality control

environments. Any further deviations

of various instrumentation and data

for the consumables and the entire

can also be managed via RCA.

communication. Standard software

assay, says Khimani.

Moreover, in biomanufacturing, RCA,

tools to enable data analysis and

Addressing those
problems head on,
starting with flexible
data ingestion
and establishing a
de-identification
framework as well as
having customizable
data processing
automation goes a long
way towards optimizing
analytical workflows.

can point to whether critical process

Ensuring monitoring as well as

step from this streamlined digitization

visualization are useful at the enduser level, Khimani points out. A
laboratory informatics footprint
allows security-based central
monitoring of analytical workflows,
data management and archiving, root
cause analysis (RCA), and enhanced
productivity and cost-savings.
Having reference standards
programmes across hardware
calibration, reagents, and
consumables can establish uniformity
across workflows. Most importantly,

being met.
In addition to informatics
capabilities, empowering the
laboratory—and the bioprocess
ecosystem in particular—with
digitization and AI capabilities enables
continuous manufacturing, real-time
monitoring, process predictability,
and superior control of the
workflows, emphasizes Khimani. He
explains that data captured at every

such standards enable reproducibility,

identification and control of any

can be analyzed to develop both

reliability, and monitoring of results

deviations for quality control requires

real-time and predictable models to

for errors and deviation. Timely

a disciplined and systems approach

ensure CPPs and delivery of CQAs.

qualification and calibration of

that proactively establishes workflow

instruments and tools is critical to

and process design requirements

maintaining reliability. The use of

(e.g., quality by design established

Manufacturing —
Contin. from page 21

basic standard unit operations in

suppliers and end users, meanwhile,

A beta version for selected

Reference

1. CFR Title 21, 11 (Government Printing
Office, Washington, DC). PTE

Collaboration between SUT

cleanrooms and BSCs was piloted

helps shorten timelines for training

individual learning pace on how to

mid-2020. Goals of the VR training

programme development while

handle and use the equipment, even

programme include 25% reduction

also enhancing programme quality.

before a production line is installed.

in human-caused errors compared

It also enables the development of

Furthermore, they can also jointly

to traditional training and a 20%

comprehensive training portfolios

perform and discuss in the same VR

decrease in training time.

comprising a wide range of training

room with colleagues and trainers

tools so that training solutions can

located at other sites around the world
without travelling.
VR training is preceded by virtual

Collaborative
training solutions
Collaboration led to the development

be matched to the specific needs of
trainees and the intended goals.
A combination of different personal

classrooms to establish a basic

of training modules with shop floor

and digital training methods affords

understanding of the equipment and

relevance that are helping to reduce

practically helpful training solutions

process to be learned using VR/MR.

the time required for operator

that, based on operator feedback,

Additional requirements, such as

training while resulting in operators

are more engaging and useful. Digital

watching videos, reading assignments,

that are better trained. Working

technology is a strong enabler for

online assessments, and paper

jointly in one direction resulted in a

accelerating the deployment and

analyses, together with the virtual

win-win situation for all involved.

enhancing the efficiency of SUT training

classrooms ensure that all trainees

In the current environment where

begin the VR/MR portion of the training

SUT adoption is accelerating, the

with the same level of understanding.

biopharmaceutical industry is

The virtual cleanroom has been

28

parameters (CPPs) and CQAs are

expanding rapidly, manufacturing

outfitted with equipment such as

paradigms are continuing to evolve,

pipettes and biosafety cabinets (BSCs)

and new hires are entering the

so users can experience sterile pipette

workforce at an unprecedented rate,

assembly and realistic cleaning and

manufacturers must respond quickly

movement techniques. VR technology

to ensure that training programmes

enhancements like haptic gloves allow

are compliant to enable accelerated

higher immersion.

learning for competence.
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when combined appropriately with
hands-on training.
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detection, data collection, or
metrics, says Bryony Borneo,
quality assurance director at global
contract research organization
(CRO) Emmes. Transitioning people
who are used to using paper to
something electronic can be a big
challenge since many aren’t as
open to adapting to a digital world,
she adds (3).
By moving from paper to
a modern validation system,
companies can create and organize
validation activities, manage a

Driving Consistency in
Validation Management
With data integrity regulatory violations on the rise, there is a
need for better and more consistent validation management practices.

global library of test scripts, and
electronically execute protocols
and record validation data
while remaining compliant with
regulations such as US Code of
Federal Regulations Title 21, Part 11.
Quality teams can also link projects
and artifacts and easily report on
key metrics detailing validation

Mike Jovanis is
vice-president, Vault Quality,
and Nina Ricciardelli is

U

outcomes. The improvements
nreliable data leads to unreliable validation execution. Quality

streamline validation projects and

teams, however, are still managing validation projects using

deliver accurate and reliable data.

paper-based processes that drive information silos, poor tracking, and

director, Vault Validation

fragmented data. This leads to higher operational costs and increased

Management, both at

risk of non-compliance, which can significantly impact the bottom

Getting comfortable with
new ways of working

Veeva Systems.

line: poor data quality is responsible for an average of US$15 million

Stephanie Mungle, director,

(€13.22 million) in losses every year, according to Gartner (1).

quality compliance at Supernus

COVID-19 disruptions across life sciences made executing on

Pharmaceuticals, says that

paper harder because of limited access to on-site files. The industry

COVID-19, and its accompanying

persevered by adopting digital solutions that enable remote ways

challenges, proved that using

of working, proving that this approach could be effective. Despite

a paper-based system limits

the progress made, more work remains to increase efficiencies

productivity while working

and speed time to market. The path to rock-solid, zero guesswork

remotely. There has been an

validation starts with regulatory support and alignment, best

acceleration in the adoption of

practices and guides, and modern tools.

digital solutions and companies are
seeing positive benefits (3).
developments across quality

audits led the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to publish

management showcased what

guidance that helps companies remain compliant with current good

is possible through the swift

manufacturing practices (CGMPs). The agency advises that data

introduction of tools for remote and

integrity needs to be prioritized throughout the CGMP data lifecycle

digital execution. These new ways

across the creation, modification, processing, maintenance,

of working helped teams to conduct

archival, retrieval, transmission, and disposition of data (2).

faster and more efficient validation

FDA also explained that system designs and controls should
allow for detecting errors, omissions, and unusual results—
outcomes that cannot be easily identified with paper-based

projects while establishing stronger
data collection practices.
Quality teams are collaborating

processes. Because the guidance requirements for record retention

on validation deliverables virtually

and review don’t differ between paper or electronic, this update

and in real-time, enabling visibility

supports the shift to a digital model.

into critical activities and project

Using paper to check and mark things off is a normal practice
in life sciences, even if it is not a very good process for error
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Over the past two years, the

A rise in violations involving data integrity during inspections and
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statuses. This can help establish
consistent validation processes over

NicoElNino - Stock.adobe.com

Prioritizing data integrity drives CGMP compliance

Quality/Regulations

the long term, improving overall

If broader known industry

• Leverage the power of

audit and inspection readiness.

standards aren’t an option for use,

technology. Evaluate technologies

Building a solid data foundation

modern systems can provide a

that meet organizational

and gaining more experience with

vehicle for standardization. A solution

requirements while promoting

remote ways of working are driving

with embedded best practices

industry best practices. A flexible

positive change and making it

can remove friction and prevent

cloud-based solution that can

easier for quality teams to remain

quality leaders from reinventing the

quickly scale with a company’s

compliant with regulations.

wheel. The shift to digital solutions

growth and adapt to evolving

is driving standardization of data,

market conditions will keep the

Standardizing for
better collaboration

explains Mungle, who expects this

organization up to date. Make sure

trend will continue in quality and

it accepts multi-user experiences

Industry standards can advance

manufacturing (3).

throughout the validation lifecycle

digital transformation in quality by

to help accommodate both on-site

applying best practices internally

Becoming data smart

and with third parties. According to

Validation management, in many

Sanjeev Kumar, senior director, data

ways, is a company’s last line of

integrity and technology at Vertex

defence against compliance issues,

Pharmaceuticals, there is greater

but the overreliance on manual

awareness of data standardization

processes can slow down projects

to identify developing trends

and increase costs. Prioritize data

and insights from information.

integrity, enable digital and remote

But one of the big barriers to

work, and drive standardization to

standardization is data attribution

establish the necessary foundation

and the inconsistencies in how

for paperless validation execution.

companies manages this process.

This will shift the industry from

partners. Consider solutions

the traditional document-centric

with intuitive user interfaces and

approach toward a greater focus

dashboards to surface metrics.

on data. Below are suggestions

This can prevent issues with user

The path to rock-solid,
zero guesswork
validation starts with
regulatory support
and alignment, best
practices and guides,
and modern tools.

for companies that are ready to
start their validation management
transformation:
• Secure alignment. Add cross-

and off-site support.

Data integrity needs to
be prioritized throughout
the CGMP data lifecycle
across the creation,
modification, processing,
maintenance, archival,
retrieval, transmission,
and disposition of data.
• Keep things simple for

adoption over the long term.
• Set up consumer-led process
exercises. Workshop how
validation processes will be

functional stakeholders into the

managed in a new solution

scoping process early to ensure

before executing user

partners is critical because

that all needs are met across

acceptance testing to ensure

without established standards,

teams. Establish a meeting or

that the configured application

each stakeholder will rely on their

reporting cadence to maintain

will meet current and future

own methods to collect, store,

engagement through project

and review data. Adopting well-

kickoff and configuration.

Alignment across external

business requirements.
• Plan for ongoing,

established industry standards can

• Identify areas of improvement.

help maintain data integrity across

Map out the validation process to

management. Ensure robust

the supply chain.

quickly identify what needs to be

training and continuous support

optimized. Make sure to include

for all stakeholders throughout

contract manufacturers, to

computer systems or facilities,

the process. Paper is commonly

adopt a standardized set of

utilities, and equipment. In doing

used during validation because

parameters can streamline how

so, this exercise will help to

users have a higher comfort

companies work together, adds

create user requirements.

level. Provide sufficient training

Motivating partners, like

Kumar (3). Standardizing how

• Establish a governance team.

comprehensive change

materials, collect feedback,

content is managed and organized

Form a global team to oversee

and keep an open line of

improves collaboration with

the management of templated

communication to address

partners, suppliers, and other key

validation content. Governance

issues or concerns. Working with

stakeholders. With an established

is paramount to harmonize

vendors that offer full support and

document and artifact hierarchy,

processes, especially for multi-

resources will provide a boost to

taxonomy, and metadata, users can

site companies. Begin this

change management efforts.

quickly and easily search, navigate,

practice before implementing a

and locate necessary content.

digital validation system.

Contin. on page 33
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will trigger a huge step forward in the
submission of structured data within
the regulatory processes.
This change requires companies
to control their regulatory data
in accordance with the ISO IDMP
standards and controlled vocabularies.

Potential hurdles
PTE: What, in your opinion, could be
significant bottlenecks for bio/pharma
companies in the future in terms of
data and documents?
Munnik (Iperion): ISO IDMP requires
data from different departments. For
this reason, data governance—clear
rules on rights and accountabilities

The Data Relationship

for the data—must be considered
and provided for. Due to the tie-in
of the submission of structured

As Europe moves closer to implementation of ISO IDMP standards, the bio/pharma
industry is accelerating efforts to manage its data and documents more effectively.

regulatory data and the regulatory
process, companies need to have
processes and systems in place to

Felicity Thomas

A

access structured data from the
s the world becomes increasingly data-driven and the need for

get-go. Authors contributing to the

standardization and transparency between the various sectors

supporting documents for product

of the bio/pharma industry heightens, Europe’s implementation of

registration will need direct access to

the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) Identification

the latest and agreed terms to ensure

of Medicinal Products (IDMP) continues to progress apace under the

consistent use. Although this may

European Medicines Agency’s (EMA’s) substance, product, organization,

sound challenging, this requirement

and referential (SPOR) programme (1). To learn more about the ISO IDMP

provides an opportunity to control

and the way that data and documents will need to be addressed in the

the regulatory data end-to-end—from

future for bio/pharma companies, Pharmaceutical Technology Europe

development and across the regulatory

spoke with James Kelleher, CEO of Generis; and Frits Stulp, managing

process and pharmacovigilance—and

director, and Remco Munnik, associate director, both of Iperion Life

achieve benefits (e.g., cross-divisional

Sciences, a Deloitte company.

reporting), harnessing that data as the
definitive source for authoring.

Key details

Kelleher (Generis): Much of

PTE: Could you provide some key details about the ISO IDMP standards

the data required is, of course,

and how these will impact bio/pharma companies within Europe (as

already present within company

well as those seeking to do business in the region)?

databases—but frequently in multiple

Kelleher (Generis): The ISO IDMP standards were designed to allow

owners and stewards, and are not

will ensure consistency of data collected, enabling comparisons,

linked or synchronised. Additionally,

traceability, and that updates to constituent parts are harmonized (for

data [are] quite often in the wrong

example, update on manufacturer or substance information).

format—one key example being

As with any such standard, there is effort required by all companies,

SunwArt - Stock.adobe.com

databases, which have different data

structured data exchange on medicinal products. These standards

items such as dosage strength,

small and large, in meeting it. EMA has published an EU IDMP

where some companies might have

Implementation Guide (EU IG) (2), with several updates, to guide along

a dosage strength as a single value

this process, but while it might seem an easy task, and a goal that will

(‘10 mg/100 mL’) and others might

provide a considerable benefit to companies, agencies, and, therefore,

have four data items (‘10’, ‘milligrams’,

ultimately to patients, getting ready for IDMP is not straightforward.

‘100’, ‘millilitres’). These data items

Stulp (Iperion): It is expected that IDMP data standards will be

might even be free text in some

implemented as part of the SPOR programme, which will be used directly

systems internally, leading to a need

by the Digital Application Dataset Integration (DADI) project. Existing

for a substantial exercise in data

electronic application forms (eAFs) will be replaced by this project. This

cleaning/consolidation.
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As companies look to do business in

Stulp (Iperion): Digitalization is the

data consistency for purposes such as

Europe and meet these standards, they

future—to optimize existing processes

IDMP and digital automations. There

will also find two basic types of vendors

and data flows. With increased

are two key aspects to this: to have a

on the market: those who provide a

demands as well as expectations

platform that does actually consist of

dedicated IDMP database (yet another

around healthcare, the competent

a single data source—rather than the

database of separate information),

authorities will need to be able to do

older-style platforms that are multiple

meaning users have to enter data

more with the same resources. It’s

silos built with the same technology and

that is potentially duplicated in other

essential, then, to be able to leverage

need connectors and even then, still

systems, and potentially in different

the potential of digital data/processes.

duplicate data; and to have a platform

formats and not linked to the regulatory

This can only be achieved by adopting

that doesn’t just act as a data store but

documents and applications/

standards. The use of standardized and

provides the place where users can do

registrations; and those who provide

structured data will not only ensure

their entire business process, guided

regulatory systems where the data

data quality and consistency; it will also

by wizards/automations, and where

[are] captured and applied, in the right

help accelerate regulatory processing

they have access to all supporting data

format, to documents and submissions

and assessment by the health

required, regardless of its provenance

as part of the regulatory operations

authorities. The sky is the limit, and the

or data owners within the company.

processes, and can then be compiled/

time is right to shape the future. What’s

extracted to provide the required IDMP

more, society will expect no less.

Accelerated uptake
PTE: Do you feel industry’s cautious

submissions, without duplication.

Available tools

approach to technology advances is

Increased digitalization

PTE: What tools are currently available

changing?

PTE: Do you believe there will be an

for companies to deal with this potential

increased demand for digital provisions

increased volume of data?

post-pandemic, and if so, how might

Munnik (Iperion): Most companies

Kelleher (Generis): Interestingly,
we have seen a major change in
this since the pandemic—the rate

this impact the volume of data to be

are still struggling with the legacy of

at which companies are reaching

processed by companies?

data captured and held in documents.

out for the kinds of automations, AI,

For large parts of the portfolio,

single ‘Information Lake’ solutions

digital/virtual solutions will absolutely

consistency between the regulatory

has really accelerated, and the fear

increase—having been forced to

information and the data stored in

of newer technologies, moving to the

accelerate the implementation of

documents needs to be checked,

cloud, and taking ‘out of the box’ pre-

such capabilities during the pandemic,

extracted, and aligned with ISO

configured solutions has dramatically

companies are really seeing the benefits

IDMP/SPOR data.

decreased—companies are looking

Kelleher (Generis): The use of

in both the speed with which they

Tools exist that can alleviate

for ready-made solutions (with pre-

can perform business processes (and

the burden of the data extraction,

packaged validation thrown in) that

therefore being able to do more in the

and which make use of artificial

can set them up for the coming

same time) as well as the consistency

intelligence (AI). However, experts in

five-year explosion in industry digital

of data that it brings, improving

the interpretation of the regulatory

requirements and the faster pace of

compliance, reducing rework and errors.

data have an important role to play too,

drug development that we have seen

to assess the data extraction and data

start during the pandemic.

One emerging trend is the desire
to increase automations—having a

transformation requirements.

Stulp (Iperion): Many bio/pharma

system that acts as a ‘dump’ of data or

Biotech companies (with a smaller

documents is no longer sufficient, and

portfolio) have a potential advantage in

which AI might support and increase

companies are looking at systems that

being able to leverage processes and

efficiency internally. Within the

have capabilities to automate repetitive

systems that work with structured data

regulatory field, the administrative

processes into a single button click.

in a shorter timeframe.

burden has only increased over the last

One great example is around the audits

Kelleher (Generis): There is a move

companies are looking into ways in

few years, with fewer people having to

and inspections: previously, setting

towards ‘platforms’ which leverage

do more work. We believe that the time

up an audit, requesting particular

technology such as Elasticsearch

is right to do things smarter, quicker…

documents ahead of time, choosing

for very rapid searching in massive

to optimize existing processes via a

dates, receiving pre-audit documents,

volumes of data. The concept of data

more data-driven way of working.

and so on, was all done back and forth

lakes is being married to document/

by emails. Now, a single audit object

data repositories—for example, our

can be created which automates the

platform can contain all enterprise data,

process of notifications, uploads of

documents, and business processes

documents, setting of meetings, and

in a single ‘Information Lake’ to allow

also generating a final audit report.

the enter-one-and-reuse that ensures
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not limited to quality by design, quality risk management,
corrective and preventive actions (CAPA), change control
management, management of materials, and maintenance of
facilities. In describing the quality management system, you
should discuss how it relates to manufacturing, facilities and
equipment, materials, packaging and labelling, and laboratory
controls. If you outsource an activity, you should note that the
activity is outsourced and your oversight responsibilities.
The last element of the quality manual is its approval. In my
opinion, the quality manual should be agreed to and signed off
by representatives from the various departments it governs.
The final step in the process is to ensure that everyone, from
senior leadership on down, is trained and understands the
quality manual and how it relates to their job responsibility.
If you follow this simple approach to constructing a quality
manual you will have an easy-to-follow, comprehensive
document that communicate the company’s commitment to
manufacturing safe and effective pharmaceutical products.
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for focus and precision because it can quickly
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become overwhelming if you pile on the
transformation projects. Adopting a phased

• Enable end-to-end quality
management. Take validation

approach as an entry point can help establish
a strong core and a successful model.

modernization a step further by

Validation management, in
many ways, is a company’s
last line of defence against
compliance issues, but the
overreliance on manual
processes can slow down
projects and increase costs.

validation management, content

The future of
validation management

control, and training on a single,

The industry is at an inflection point where

unified platform to drive greater

more companies are shifting

of modernization, and new technologies

efficiencies across the supply chain.

from legacy systems and processes to

and innovative approaches that enable

This can significantly streamline

modern digital solutions for paperless

faster paperless validation projects are on

quality processes, from change control

execution. From enterprise-wide

the horizon. Companies will gain greater

through paperless execution and final

transformations to biotechs getting

visibility and productivity by aligning teams,

reports all in one solution.

started on scalable and agile systems, the

mapping processes, finding the right quality

transition toward more connected quality

solutions, and driving change management.

management is well underway.

This will finally help validation teams feel

bringing together quality assurance,

It is essential to embark on this journey
with an open mind. Take an iterative approach

Validation management is an area in need

confident that their validation management

Read more about validation

is proving accuracy, as is intended.

Visit PharmTech.com to read the following articles on validation:
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ask the expert

What’s in Your Quality Manual?

Q.

I work for a small start-up company and
have been tasked with writing the quality
manual for my company. I have searched
but have been unable to find regulations that define what is
contained in this document. Can you help?
The short answer is there is little guidance on what the
actual content of a quality manual should contain.
It is clear, when reviewing the regulations, there is an intent
to have documentation regarding a company’s overall quality
approach. In Europe, EudraLex Volume 4, Chapter 1, titled
Pharmaceutical Quality System, section 1.7, states, “the
Pharmaceutical Quality System should be defined and documented. A Quality Manual or equivalent documentation should
be established and should contain a description of the Quality
Management System including management responsibilities”
(1). The United States Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) doesn’t
mention a quality manual but does mention a need for a quality
policy in the medical device regulations. US 21 CFR 820.3 states,
“Quality policy means the overall intentions and direction of an
organization with respect to quality, as established by management with executive responsibility” (2). And in section 21 CFR
820.20, the regulation states a “Quality policy. Management
with executive responsibility shall establish its policy and
objectives for, and commitment to, quality. Management with
executive responsibility shall ensure that the quality policy
is understood, implemented, and maintained at all levels of
the organization” (3). The best source for what you should
include in your quality manual comes from the International
Council for Harmonisation (ICH) in the ICH Q10 document titled
Pharmaceutical Quality System (4). Section 1.8 of this document
states, “A Quality Manual or equivalent documentation approach
should be established and should contain the description of the
pharmaceutical quality system. The description should include:
(a) The quality policy (see section III (2)). (b) The scope of the
pharmaceutical quality system. (c) Identification of the pharmaceutical quality system processes, as well as their sequences,
linkages, and interdependencies. Process maps and flow charts
can be useful tools to facilitate depicting pharmaceutical quality
system processes in a visual manner. (d) Management responsibilities within the pharmaceutical quality system (see section
III (2)).” Just to be clear, the quality manual applies to the entire
company and not just the quality department, similar to how the

A.
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term quality culture is not referring to the culture of the quality
department but the entire company’s approach to culture.
Because the quality manual governs the entire company, it
is advisable that it be constructed with representatives from
various functions in the company. This collaboration helps ensure
the overall purpose and scope of the document is representative
of the company’s philosophy. A simple purpose statement might
say something to the effect, “The quality system described is
intended to ensure the facility is compliant with [list regulations]
and serves as the basis of the Quality Systems that apply to [list
company name], products, and current good manufacturing
practice (CGMP) activities.” The scope statement can be just as
simple and state something to the effect that the quality systems
described apply to all products, personnel, and manufacturing
operations to ensure products meet the requirements for safety,
identity, strength, and purity.
Another section to consider adding is a section of definitions.
It is my experience that each company/facility utilizes their
own acronyms. Any special acronyms being used at the
facility should be defined in the definitions section along with
common acronyms such as CGMP, FDA, EU, SOP, etc. Having
a definition section helps everyone (employees, auditors,
clients, regulators) understand the overall quality system as it
applies to your facility. The next section I would recommend
be included is an organizational chart. The organizational chart
should demonstrate the reporting hierarchy of the company to
demonstrate the independence of the quality organization.
One of the most critical sections to include in your quality
manual, in my opinion, is the section on management
responsibilities. In this section, you should introduce the
company’s management review responsibilities as well as the
senior management titles that are responsible for overseeing
the pharmaceutical quality system and the management
review meetings. The next critical section to include is an
overall description of the quality management system in
effect at your company. In this section, you can describe your
company’s approach to all the applicable systems utilized
by your company for planning, documenting, implementing,
and monitoring the activities that potentially impact product
quality and patient safety. These processes included but are

Contin. on page 33
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Susan J. Schniepp, distinguished fellow at Regulatory Compliance
Associates, details regulatory requirements for developing a quality manual.
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